
 

 

 
 

 
 

2017/2018 Team Submission Process  

Teams will use the 2017/2018 Soccer-RI Competitive and Premier Registration event to make their rosters. 
 
The 2017/2018 Team Submission Process: 
Clubs will not submit printed rosters or passes to the Soccer-RI office.  Instead, as each team in the 2017/2018 

Competitive and Premier Registration event is ready for Soccer-RI to review, you will click the notify button AND add 
a note to the team message box.   

                The first time a team is submitted the note can be as simple as “New team”. 
                You may continue to add/remove players, coaches or managers until the Notify button is cleared and the team 

is flagged Green. 
                After the notification is cleared and the team has a green flag, any changes will require you to click the notify 

button AND add a detailed note to the team message box.  In the Team Message Box please list the adds and drops 
of players, coaches and managers for each revision of the roster.  We really appreciate your cooperation on this. 

 
The Soccer-RI office will review teams, corrections and revisions in the order in which they are received.   
 
Once the office has reviewed and approved a team we will Generate PDF files of your rosters and passes.  The 

documents in the PDF files will have either Pat’s or my signature.    The roster PDF will be in the Club and Team 
Accounts. The pass PDF will be in the Club Account only.  We will clear the “Notification” on the Registrar’s Tab of 
GotSoccer and flag the team green. 

        Coaches will then log into their Team Accounts and print out their rosters on an as needed basis. 
        Clubs will print out the pass file, laminate the passes, then distribute the laminated passes to their coaches.  
 
This process was developed based on the concerns that were expressed at several of the District Meetings.  It is time 

consuming to the drive to the office to drop off and then return to pick up passes.  Decent laminators can be 
purchased for under $100 and pass stock is readily available at National Laminating, in East Providence.  The office 
has dealt with National Laminating for over 15 years, they are very knowledgeable and nice to work with.  The pass 
laminate we use is the 5 Mil Birth Certificate (2.75” X 3.875”) size.  It is sold in boxes of 500.   

 
Deadlines: 
Seasonal deadlines are listed on the Soccer-RI Website, Administrators and Registrar’s page. 
 
Please carefully review the following documents which are posted on the Soccer-RI website, http://www.soccer-

ri.com/Page.asp?n=108559&org=SOCCER-RI.COM.   
This is not optional reading, there a large number of changes for this fall.    
                Team Submission Reminders 
                How to Add Super Liga Team ID#s to rosters 
                Risk Management Issues 
                Minimum & Maximum number of players on rosters 
                How to add teams to the Registrar’s Tab in GotSoccer 
                Flags on teams in the Registrar’s Tab 
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